This has proven to be a highly effective platform for success in P3. The course can be started at any time and consists of:

**MATERIALS**

8 study modules which
- guide you through all the materials - text, cases, web resources
- provide additional insights and explanations
- contain examples of past P3 cases with answers
- and end with a diagnostic test.

2. **Bluff Notes** which, at around 100 pages, contain more than you need to know to pass this exam. The Bluff Notes also indicate which topics were examined in which exams.

3. **Quantitative Work Book** which, at 40 pages, provides a full explanation of the accounting and quantitative areas, together with worked examples and past cases.

4. **Study Miniatures** which cover the examinable syllabus in some 80 slides on 40 pages. It is all you need to know presented in a succinct and simple way.

**WEB RESOURCES: REAL LIFE CASES**

These consist of a series of company and industry cases that illustrate the frameworks and examinable topics. They include:

**Cases:** Proton, MAS, Domino’s Pizza, McDonald’s and the Virgin Group as well as historically significant cases on Honda, Ford, ITT, ICI and Hanson.

**Industry Analyses.**

The *airline industry* in S.E.Asia with particular reference to MAS, Air Asia, Lion Air and the Emirates/Qantas alliance.

The *palm oil industry* with particular reference to the performance of the Sime Darby Group and Kuala Lumpur Kepong,

The *large aircraft manufacturing industry* and the rivalry between the duopoly of Boeing and Airbus.
THREE 50 MARK TEST CASES
All three cases have been written by myself - they are not past P3 cases. Each 50 mark test lasts 100 minutes. If you are doing the test at home you will receive an extra 10 minutes for printing and scanning. You will receive a model answer and a detailed case commentary explaining how the case should have been tackled.

A FULL MOCK EXAM
As with the 50 mark cases the exam has been written by myself and reflects what is likely to appear on the forthcoming paper. The exam lasts 3 hours and 15 minutes with an additional 15 minutes for printing and scanning. You will receive my answers on completion of the exam.

Comments on answers are typically sent within 24 hours.

TWO PAST P3 CASES.
In addition to the three cases and the mock exam there are also selected cases from past P3 exams. These are in addition to the cases in the modules. They will be marked and commented upon and my answers provided. They will include 25 mark cases as well as 50 mark cases.

DIAGNOSTICS
For each major examinable topic area there is a diagnostic assessment consisting of forced choice (True/False) questions. They are included in the modules. Answers will be marked and a full explanation given.

e-MAIL CONTACT
I deal directly and personally with all queries and aim to respond to questions within 12 hours. Where there are specific problems detailed guidance will be given and, where necessary, additional materials and cases will be provided.

REQUIREMENTS.
Physical attendance at the College is not required and there are no pre-set times at which tests have to be done other than those related to the time difference between Malaysia and the UK. The programme is agreed with and adjusted to the needs of each person enrolling for example whether or not you are attending the revision course, and whether or not you are sitting P3 for the first time.

However it is necessary to have access to a personal computer or laptop, a printer, and a scanner (or a digital camera or camera phone).

The course requires that you are able to self-study and adopt a disciplined approach to working through the materials. You will be encouraged, reminded and supported throughout the course but you have to be prepared to put effort into the programme.

Please contact me for further information
rmmainwaring@gmail.com